Regal Diamond Looks Lead this Holiday

This winter, timeless jewels by Beauvince are fit for a queen.

NEW YORK (PRWEB) October 09, 2019 -- Second generation jeweler, Komal Bajaj Sankar, brings a masterful curation of diamond design to holiday style. Classic and sophisticated, Beauvince Jewelry attains universal appeal with self-purchasing women, as well as those looking for custom engagement ring design. With magnificent high jewelry, Beauvince Jewelry has worked with royal families internationally, creating one-of-a-kind pieces. Now, Beauvince is bringing its signature regal look to its holiday collection.

This season’s Garden of Eden Diamond Suite features 33.65 cts. of fine diamonds, set in luxurious 18K white gold. Rounds, marquise, and pear cascade to create elegant, leafy vines of diamonds sweeping as earrings, and along the neck. The Scintilla Diamond Suite captures old world aesthetic, set in breathtaking 18K yellow and white gold two-tone. Classic, baguette cut diamonds have a ribbon-like swirl, alongside modern brilliant pear, marquise, and round diamonds. Perfectly paired with the Marquise Diamond Band, the parallel marquise diamonds pop against the gold, furthering the statement look.

With its high jewelry aesthetic, Beauvince Jewelry cultivates a delicate balance of pricing statement pieces and custom engagement rings to be affordable. Creating pieces for royalty, as well as high looks for less, the company makes diamond luxury attainable for all.

Komal says, “Jewelry is typically purchased as a celebration of an occasion or oneself. Whether it is someone affluent or an everyday customer, the reason for purchasing jewelry is always momentous. At Beauvince, we want to be a happy and positive part of this momentous occasion and provide our customers with something precious and fitting for them. Often people overspend when celebrating, which they later regret. We want to change that feeling among customers, so they smile and are excited forever after the purchase is made with us, not just for a short time. We want them to feel good about the piece, the price and the experience, and feel secure overall, not ripped off. As a result, we also offer a generous warranty and return policy compared to most jewelry boutiques. Our goal also extends to our design sensibilities where we aim to create a range that has been described as royal, elegant, classic and timeless by our customers, while also being diverse. We hope that each piece created by us is enjoyed by multiple generations with the same love and passion as the very first owner.”

Heart-shaped diamonds are having a renaissance, and the Heart Diamond Ring is a stunning heart halo, perfect for any occasion. Paired with the Longing Hearts Earrings, which feature 7.19 cts. of cascading heart, round, oval, and marquise cut diamonds, a delicate yet sensual duality is achieved. The Amore Heart Diamond Suite brings hearts into a three-tone look, with 18K white, yellow and rose gold—a stunning 29.35 ct. mix and match necklace, earring, and statement ring set.

With an eye for color, Beauvince Jewelry ties in the royal look with exceptional yellow diamonds. The Exuberance Earrings, with 8.47 cts. of radiant fancy yellow internally flawless diamonds, set in platinum, are gala ready. Complementing the sunshine glow, the Elan Engagement Ring is set with a 9.77 ct. fancy yellow VS1 diamond, set in platinum, has a delicate micro-pave halo, and trapezoid side stones to enhance the jewel’s splendor.

While many come to Beauvince Jewelry to treat themselves to diamonds on their own terms, others prefer to
work with Komal Bajaj Sankar one-on-one for custom engagement ring consultations. Working only with natural and untreated diamonds and precious gemstones, while offering a lifetime warranty to both trade and private clients, Beauvince excels in customer service, craftsmanship, and delivery. For bespoke diamond design, visit the Beauvince Process online to learn more about consultations, CAD rendering, and the development of one-of-a-kind engagement rings.

From October 25-28th, Beauvince Jewelry will be exhibiting at the New York City Jewelry and Watch Show, at the Metropolitan Pavilion. To learn more about Beauvince Jewelry, visit beauvince.com, call 646-775-8724 or email info@beauvince.com. For press inquiries regarding this press release, contact Olga Gonzalez, Pietra Communications, at info@pietrapr.com or by calling 212-913-9761.

About Beauvince Jewelry
Beauvince Jewelry seeks to cherish dreams, desires, and strengths of jewelry lovers through diamonds, the strongest substance found in nature. Beauvince believes that all individuals are beautiful and unique, and the company strives to create designs that meet specific client needs. Conceptualized as modern heirlooms, to be passed down through generations, each piece of Beauvince Jewelry is timeless, merging the creativity, quality and value the company is renowned for.
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